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The best story can be appealing and fascinating as a novel. While many writers set their sites on a novel, selling stories can be a way for a writer to get his feet wet and get exposure. The process of pitching a story is similar to pitching an article or approaching the publisher with an idea for
a novel. Literary magazines, magazines and online publications publish stories. It pays to do your research before submitting a story. If the magazine interests you and seems to fit into your style, read a few issues of the magazine before you send in your story. For example, if your genre is
fantasy, read a few issues of your fantasy magazine of choice. You will learn the general style and length of the stories that the magazine publishes. You also find out if the magazine previously published a story similar to yours, in which case, it might not want your story. Before submitting a
story to a publisher or magazine, ask the company's management. The e-book market can be a boon for storytelling writers. According to David Coe of Science Fiction and Fantasy Novelists, the proceeds from the publication of the e-book version of the story are similar to those from the
traditional market. Coe also notes, however, that self-publishing cannot propel a writer's career as much as holding sales through traditional markets or publishers. If your goal is to make money rather than pursue an agent or publish with a large publishing house, self-publishing e-book
versions of your stories may be the route to take. You can self-publish through a number of online publishing companies. Once you've identified where you want your story to go, focus on the meat and bones of the story itself. Ask people you trust to read the story and provide feedback.
Consider joining a writer's group or workshop to get feedback from other story writers. Make sure your story is in line with the publication guidelines. Don't try to imagine a piece that is beyond the word limit or significantly shorter than the requirements. Always include a cover letter when you
send your story to a magazine or website. The cover letter should tell the editor what you represent and its length. You don't need to include much more in your letter. For example, you don't need to include a brief overview of a story or share its presentation history, especially if the story has
been rejected by other publishers, according to C.M. Clifton of FreelanceWriting.com. If you're sending a story by email, be sure to attach the file to the letter and use the proper file format. The latest update of October 5, 2020 Intermittent weight loss fasting is a type of diet that is growing
rapidly in popularity and way to lose weight. Both scientists and nutritionists like it. New books and articles on the subject are published daily. Intermittent post post popular among followers of the Paleo diet, as our ancestors seem to have eaten this way for thousands of years. I have been
following this type of diet myself for 2 years. This helped me lose and hold off under 70 pounds without having to count calories, limit carbohydrates, or eat 6 to 7 times a day. This article teaches you all about intermittent weight loss fasting and details why this is one of the best weight loss
diet hacks around. Once you're done, you'll be able to implement in your diet and experience the benefits it offers almost immediately. What is an intermittent post? As you can figure on its behalf, intermittent fasting weight loss is a diet plan where you set periods of fasting during the day.
It's usually between 16-20 hours in a row, but it can be as little as 12 hours or as much as 24 hours (or even 36 hours). During fasting, you can eat and drink low-calorie or calorie-free foods. Think coffee, tea, water and vegetables. The more time you fast each day, the better your results.
You can do these posts as often as you like. Again, the more often you do it, the better. Start working with intermittent fasting After this diet plan is super simple. All you have to do is choose the period of time during the day that you will fast. It should be between 4:20 p.m. The longer you
fast each day, the better. Don't worry about limiting calories or measuring carbohydrates. Just focus on working out your day before it's time to eat. It is best to choose a set period of time for your post. I like to fast from 8pm to 4pm the next day. I'll then have my first meal of the day and have
a snack or two a few hours later. As soon as 8 hours rolls, he returns to the post. My experience with intermittent fasting is that it is best to start with a 16-hour post (i.e. 8pm one evening until 12pm the next day) for the first 1-2 weeks. Once you are comfortable with this schedule, you can
increase the amount of time you spend fasting. Do this by adding 30 minutes to each post until you get where you fast for 20 hours at a time. You don't have to fast every day at the beginning either. You may be more comfortable breaking slowly with 2 or 3 days a week, or trying an
alternative fasting day. Add extra days of intermittent fasting as you become more comfortable with this style of food. Tips to make intermittent fasting easier1. Drink plenty of water Squeeze a little lemon or lime juice into the water to help get rid of any cravings you are experiencing. You
can also drink coffee, tea or other calorie-free drinks. After a few weeks, you'll find that intermittent fasting keeps you from craving sugar completely. 2. Take caffeine in the morning and early afternoon caffeine in and tea can actually make intermittent weight loss fasting a little easier since
it's good to curb your your Be careful not to indulge as this can cause you to feel too wired. I also recommend these natural energy enhancement tips to keep you going throughout the day. 3. Avoid artificially flavored beverages One type of calorie-free beverages that should be avoided are
diet sodas and other beverages that use artificial sweeteners like Splenda and Sweet and Low. Studies show that can actually stimulate appetite like a drink that contains sugar and make you overeat. 4. Don't gorge on your first meal The first meal after fasting should be the amount of food
you normally eat. Binging will only make you feel terrible and reduce the benefits you get from fasting. To avoid this, try to create meal plans, at least for the first few weeks. This will help you get into the rhythm of eating regular portion dishes during the meal box. 5. Minimize processed
carbohydrates and sugar While intermittent fasting makes it possible to eat a little weaker than usual, you should still eat as little bread, pasta, rice, etc. as possible. Focus instead on eating protein from beef, fish or pork, carbohydrates from vegetables, fruits and sweet potatoes, and healthy
fats from foods such as almonds, avocados, fish and olive oil. You can find some carbohydrate sources that will help your weight loss journey here. Getting an intermittent post helps you lose WeightEating in this way has many benefits regarding weight loss. First, when you fast, your body
will be forced to use it to store fat in energy. Burning calories this way, rather than from the food you eat during the day, will help you experience significant weight loss, but specifically lose weight from any excess fat you carry. This means that you won't just be thinner, but you'll also look
better and be much healthier than if you lose weight the old way. Intermittent fasting can help optimize the release of key fatty hormones in the body. This is especially true for two of the most important hormones: human growth hormone (growth hormone) and insulin. Human growth
hormone plays a key role in turning on your body's fat-burning stove, so it gets the calories you need to work and play out of stored body fat. Studies show that fasting can significantly increase the production of HGH. The effect intermittent fasting weight loss has on insulin is just as
impressive and perhaps more important. Keeping your insulin levels low and steady is the key to losing excess fat and keeping it. Diets rich in processed carbohydrates (bread, pasta, rice) and simple sugars (candy, biscuits and have the opposite effect. They cause your insulin levels to
spike quickly and then crash every time you eat one of these foods. The net result of this phenomenon is that your body will store more of what you eat as excess fat instead of burning it as like Increased insulin levels like this can also lead to the development of type II diabetes, obesity, and
other chronic health problems. Intermittent fasting easily solves this problem. One study found that men who participated in intermittent fasting had dramatically lower insulin levels and significantly improved insulin sensitivity. This is because you don't give your body food, so it won't produce
insulin, allowing insulin levels to balance until you eat again. It helps your body stay in a state of calories and flaring. You will also find that it gives you more energy throughout the day. Another great advantage of weight loss intermittent fasting is that the hunger for flour and cravings that
can usually haunt you during the day will be reduced if not completely eliminated. This is probably due to its ability to balance insulin and blood sugar levels and in turn help correct other hormonal imbalances. Intermittent fasting weight loss frequently asked questions Now that you know
what intermittent fasting is and how to get started, it's time to answer other questions. Below are the answers to frequently asked questions about intermittent fasting. These answers should help you and make getting started a lot easier. How much weight will I lose? The amount of weight
you lose with fasting is determined by how often and long your posts, what you eat afterwards, and other factors. Fasting for 16-20 hours a day can help you safely lose 2-3 pounds of fat each week. While losing so much weight every week is great, it's how it makes it happen that's really
cool. Losing weight with intermittent fasting means you never have to count calories or plan and cook multiple meals a day. Can I work during the post? Yes you can. In fact, doing the right type of workout during fasting will help you lose weight faster and even build muscle. The best
workouts to do while fasting for weight loss are 3-4 intense strength training workouts weekly. This means anything from a standard strength workout to weights or body weight training. Focus on performing 3-4 general body exercises per workout with as little rest between sets as possible.
This will help you burn more calories during and after your workout. You will also build muscle to help you look and feel better as the weight comes. First of all, you don't fast long enough for your body to start breaking down muscles for energy. You have perhaps hundreds of thousands of
calories from your stored fat to use before this one starts to happen. Studies actually show that even after fasting for 3 days, no muscle is lost. Is fasting safe? As long as you're healthy, not pregnant, and not medications, fasting is safe. Like all diets, you should discuss this with your doctor
before you start an intermittent fasting style also believe that it may not be smart to follow this type of diet when you are particularly stressed. Since this diet can be a bit stress-causing at first, doing so when your ability to be relatively stress-free and rested is probably not a good idea. Are
there any supplements I can take to make fasting easier? Like any other weight loss plan, it is a good idea to take a few dietary supplements to make sure that your daily needs are met. This includes once or twice a day multi-vitamin, fish oil, and vitamin D.I also found taking 10 grams of
amino acid chain branches before and after my workouts really helps, too. They are perfectly fit for giving you more energy during your workout and reducing post-workout muscle soreness. For supplements that specifically help with digestion, check out this article. Conclusion Now you
know what intermittent fasting is and how it can help you lose weight quickly, safely, and largely effortlessly. If you want to give it a try, find a post schedule that fits into you lifestyle and give it a go. Read more about Intermittent FastingFeatured Photo Credit: Toa Heftiba via unsplash.com
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